The following course and program proposals have been approved by Brad Tucker, Analysis, Planning, and Budget, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
B.Sc.(Ag.Env.Sc.); Specialization in Professional Agrology (24 cr.) – program split into two programs, program credit weight increased, program description, a required course added, required credits increased, complementary courses deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits revised.
B.Sc.(Ag.Env.Sc.); Specialization in Professional Agrology for Agribusiness (24 cr.) – second half of program split.

Faculty of Arts
B.A.; Minor Concentration in Music (18 cr.) – program description, program prerequisite course added, program notes revised. 
B.A.; Major Concentration in Music (36 cr.) – program description, program prerequisite course added, program notes revised, a program note deleted.

School of Continuing Studies
Diploma in Digital Analytics and Business Intelligence (30 cr.) – program title, program description, title revised for a required course, a required course deleted, a required course added. Diploma in Management; Internet Business (30 cr.) – title revised for a complementary course, a complementary course deleted, a complementary course added.

Faculty of Education
B.Sc.(Kinesiology); Honours in Kinesiology (90 cr.) – a required deleted, a required course added, a complementary course added.

Diploma in Human Relationships, Diversity and Sexuality (30 cr.) – program title, program description, title revised for some required courses, a required course deleted, a required course added, title revised for some complementary courses, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen indicated.

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
M.Sc.(Applied) in Human Nutrition; Non-Thesis – Dietetics Credentialing (83 cr.) – program description, a required course split into two courses, required courses deleted, required courses added, required credits increased, a complementary course deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised.
Graduate Diploma in Registered Dietitian Credentialing (30 cr.) – program description, a required course split into two courses.

Faculty of Medicine
Ph.D. in Communication Sciences and Disorders (0 cr.) – program description, required courses deleted, how required courses chosen indicated, required credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits revised. Ph.D. in Communication Sciences and Disorders; Language Acquisition (0 cr.) – program description, how required courses chosen indicated, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS [continued]

Retirements
School of Continuing Studies
Diploma in Internet Business Technology (30 cr.).

Faculty of Education
Diploma in Human Relations and Family Life Education (30 cr.).

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies
Faculty of Education
M.A. in School/Applied Child Psychology (78 cr.). SCTP Comments/Corrections: As per Department’s request, effective term revised to 2019.

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
NUTR 607 Counselling in Prof Practice (3 cr.) [PRN 14178]. Affected program revised;
NUTR 611 Graduate Prof Practice 1 (2 cr.) [PRN 15120]. Affected program revised;
NUTR 625 Emerg Issues for Nutritionists (1 cr.) [PRN 14553]. Affected program revised. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised; revise restriction to indicate full program title.

Faculty of Arts
RELG 269 Colloquial Tibetan (6 cr.) [PRN 14628]. SCTP Comments/Corrections: The hrs/wk [3] for 13 weeks are not sufficient for this single-term, 6-credit course;
ISLA 526 Colloquial Arabic (3 cr.) [PRN 14418]. Affected programs indicated;
ISLA 612 Autobio in the Muslim World (3 cr.) [PRN 14420].

School of Continuing Studies
CMS2 529 Introduction to Data Analytics (3 cr.) [PRN 14278]. Affected programs revised.

Faculty of Education
EDKP 454 Honours Research Practicum (3 cr.) [PRN 14591]. Affected program revised.

Desautels Faculty of Management
FINE 456 Trading: Financial Securities (3 cr.) [PRN 14525]. Affected programs indicated.

Schulich School of Music
MUEN 574 Afro-Cuban/Brazilian JazzCombo (1 cr.) [PRN 14888]. Affected programs indicated. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Course title revised to include “Jazz” that was included in Calendar title – two different titles are not permitted; confirmation needed for both affected programs whether the added text should read “… 2 credits (1 credit x 2 semesters), select either ...”

Revisions
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
NUTR 612 Grad Prof Pract 2 Management (8 cr.) [PRN 14282] – term – spanned versions retired, schedule type/course activity, prerequisites, restriction. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; according to the info in that box, the spanned versions are to be retired – this needs to be confirmed; all course changes should be explained within the rationale – this has not been done;
NUTR 613 Grad Prof Pract 3 Clin Nutr (7 cr.) – split of NUTR 613, 613D1/D2, 613N1/N2, terms – spanned versions retired, description, number of weeks, prerequisites, restriction. SCTP Comments/Corrections: All course changes need to be explained within the rationale; indicate in rationale that spanned versions [613D1/D2, 613N1/N2] are being retired; indicate in rationale old information for either hrs/wk or number of weeks to warrant the reduced credits; indicate existing prerequisite and restriction in their respective boxes;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences [continued]
NUTR 614 Grad Prof Pract 4 Comm Nutr (8 cr.) [PRN 14285] – term – spanned version retired, schedule type/course activity, prerequisites, restriction. SCTP Comments/Corrections: All course changes need to be explained within the rationale; indicate “No” for program affected; spell out “R.D.” within revised restriction.
NUTR 615 Grad Prof Pract 5 Clin Nutr (7 cr.) – second half of split NUTR 613, 613D1/D2, 613N1/N2. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Title corrected in box 12;
NUTR 626 Writing for Dietetics Practice (2 cr.) [PRN 14554] – credit weight, schedule types/course activities, hrs/wk, prerequisites, description, corequisites. SCTP Comments/Corrections: All course changes need to be explained within the rationale; confirmation needed whether the hrs/wk have changed; if so, indicate old hrs/week within the rationale;
NUTR 651 M.Sc.(A.) Literature Review (3 cr.) [PRN 14661] – title, description, prerequisites, restriction. SCTP Comments/Corrections: All course changes need to be explained within the rationale;
NUTR 660 M.Sc.(A.) Final Presentation (1 cr.) [PRN 14662] – schedule type/course activity, title, description, prerequisites, restriction. SCTP Comments/Corrections: All course changes need to be explained within the rationale.

Faculty of Arts
RELG 326 Christians in the Roman World (3 cr.) [PRN 14499] – title, description. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to “201909”;
RELG 502 Greco-Roman Judaism (3 cr.) [PRN 14668] – schedule types/course activities. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to “201909”;
RELG 546 Indian Philosophy (3 cr.) [PRN 14699] – schedule type/course activity. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to “201909”;
RELG 547 Special Topics in Hinduism (3 cr.) [PRN 14698] – schedule types/course activities. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to “201909”;
RELG 548 Indian Buddhist Philosophy (3 cr.) [PRN 14669] – schedule type/course activity. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to “201909”;
RELG 549 Japanese Buddhism: Hist Cont (3 cr.) [PRN 14673] – schedule type/course activity. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to “201909”;
RELG 551 Special Topics in Buddhism (3 cr.) [PRN 14670] – schedule type/course activity. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to “201909”;
RELG 552 Advaita Vedanta (3 cr.) [PRN 14700] – schedule type/course activity. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to “201909”;
RELG 556 Issues in Buddhist Studies (3 cr.) [PRN 14674] – schedule type/course activity. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to “201909”;
RELG 571 Ethics, Medicine and Religion (3 cr.) [PRN 14664] – schedule types/course activities. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to “201909”;
ANTH 510 Adv Pblms in Anth of Religions (3 cr.) [PRN 14718] – slot status;
ANTH 780, 780D1/D2 Reading and Research 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 14448] – slot status;
ANTH 781 Reading and Research 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 14449] – slot status;
ISLA 680 Ottoman Institutions (3 cr.) [PRN 14688] – title;
SWRK 643 Research Methods 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 14659] – description. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Covers a range … related research. Focuses on research skills and knowledge …”; revise effective term to “201909”;
SWRK 653 Research Methods 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 14658] – description. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Covers a range … related research. Provides a framework …”

School of Continuing Studies
CCCS 431 Networking Fundamentals (3 cr.) [PRN 14318] – prerequisites. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to “201909”;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions [continued]

Faculty of Education

Desautels Faculty of Management
MGPO 362 Fundls of Entrepreneurship (3 cr.) [PRN 14798] – prerequisites, supplementary info.

Retirements

Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
NUTR 612D1/D2, 612N1/N2 Grad Prof Pract 2 Management (8 cr.) [PRN 14282]. NOTE CSO: Spanned version only. See proposal for NUTR 612; NUTR 613D1/D2, 613N1/N2 Grad Prof Pract 3 Clin Nutr (14 cr.). NOTE CSO: Spanned version only. See proposal for NUTR 613; NUTR 614D1/D2 Grad Prof Pract 4 Comm Nutr (8 cr.) [PRN 14285]. NOTE CSO: Spanned version only. See proposal for NUTR 614; NUTR 627 Prof Dietetics Presentation (1 cr.) [PRN 12563]. Affected program revised. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for both Program Affected and Program Change Form Submitted; delete CRNs created for future terms; NUTR 628 Dietetics Comprehensive Exam (1 cr.) [PRN 14564]. Affected program revised. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for Program Change Form Submitted; delete CRNs created for future terms; NOTE: an eCalendar edit is needed here: https://mcgill.ca/study/2018-2019/faculties/macdonald/graduate/eps_facs_human_nutrition.

Faculty of Education
EDPC 510 Family Life Education&Marriage (3 cr.) [PRN 14580]. Affected programs revised and indicated. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Delete the two CRNs created for 202001; EDPE 560 Human Development (3 cr.) [PRN 14581]. Affected programs revised and indicated; EDPE 564 Family Communication (3 cr.) [PRN 14582]. Affected programs revised and indicated.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP